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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will be concerned with solutions of boundary value 
problems for the n th-order differential equation, 
4 P(n) =f(X, y, y’,..., p I’), (1) 
of the form 
J (i-‘yxi)=yr. l<i<n, 
where X, < ... G-X,,. Such problems are called right focal point boundary 
value problems. In the last few years, a number of papers have appeared 
dealing with such boundary value problems. Most notable, in the case when 
(1) is linear, are papers by Elias [ 11, Muldowney [7,8], and Peterson 
19, IO], and for nonlinear considerations, the papers by Henderson [3,4], 
Jackson [5], and Peterson [ 11, 121. In those papers, several analogues of 
known results for conjugate-type boundary value problems are considered. 
For Eq. (l), we will have need of the hypotheses: 
(A) .!-(x,J , ,..., Y,,) is continuous on Z x I?“, where Z is an interval of 
the reals; 
(B) Solutions of initial value problems for (1) are unique and exist 
on I; 
(C) If [c, dJ is a compact subinterval of Z, and if ( yk} is a sequence of 
solutions of (1) which is uniformly bounded on [c, d], then there is a subse- 
quence (y, } such that {y[‘/ converges uniformly on [c, d], for each 
O<ign-i; and 
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(D) (~~~~~.,)(s,?‘,.....?,,,). I < i < II. exist and are continuous on 
Ix R”. 
Motivated by results of Peterson [ 11. 13-15 1. Peterson and Sukup [ 161, 
Spencer [ 171, and Sukup [ 181, we will be concerned here with relations 
involving a given solution, .v(.Y). of (1) and solutions of the linear equation 
Equation (2) is called the variational equarion along the solutiorl J$X) of (1). 
In particular, we are interested in right (m,,..., m,)-focal point boundary 
value problems and right disfocality for differential equations, (1) and (2). 
We define these concepts for Eq. ( 1). 
DEFINITION. Let 2 < r < n be given and let m, ,.... m,. be positive integers 
such that JS=, mi = n. Let s, = 0 and for 1 < k < r, let sk = x:=, m,. A 
boundary value problem for (1) of the form 
where X, < ... < s, and +Y~ E I, is called a right (m, . . . . . m,)-focal point 
boundary value problem for (1) on I. Given m,,..., m,, if each right 
(m , . . . . . m,)-focal point boundary value problem for (1) on I has at most one 
solution, then (1) is said to be right (m ,,..., m,)-disfocal on I. If (1) is right 
Cm , 3.0.) m,)-disfocal on I. for all 2 < r < n. then (1) is said to be right 
disfocal on I. 
The definition of right (m, ,..., m,.)-focal point boundary value problem for 
(1) was given in [3,4]. Note here that the notation for right (m,,..., m,)- 
disfocality uses commas within the r-tuple. This is a different but similar 
concept to the one defined by Peterson [ 121, where he uses semicolons within 
the r-tuple. The definition of right disfocality appears in Muldowney [7]. 
Right (m, ,..,, m,)-focal point boundary value problem, right (m, ,..., m,)- 
disfocality, and right disfocality for Eq. (2) along a solution y(x) of ( 1) are 
defined similarly. 
In [ 111, Peterson established results for right (m, , m,)-disfocality for ( 1) 
and (2). In Section 2, these results are extended to right (m,,.... m,)- 
disfocality for (1) and (2). In Section 3, right disfocality assumptions are 
made for (2), and then we consider existence of solutions of right (m, ,..., m,)- 
focal point boundary value problems for (1). These results are analogues of 
those Peterson [ 141 considered for conjugate-type boundary value problems. 
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2. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE AND DIFFERENTIATION 
WITH RESPECT TO BOUNDARY VALUES 
In [ 11, 13, 17, 181, it is proven that under suitable hypotheses, solutions of 
certain boundary value problems for (1) can be differentiated with respect to 
boundary values, and the resulting functions can then be related to solutions 
of boundary value problems for the variational equation (2). In this section 
we present right focal point analogues of some of those results for (1) and 
also extend some of the results of Peterson [ 111 for right (m, ,..., m,.)-focal 
point boundary value problems for (1). Under the hypotheses, the following 
theorem is a standard application of the Brouwer Invariance of Domain 
Theorem. For typical arguments used in the proof, see [ 3.61. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that with respect to (1), Hypotheses (A) and (B) 
are satisfied. Let 2 < r < n be given and let m, ,..., m, be positive integers 
such that XL=, m, = n. If (1) is right (m, ,..., m,)-disfocal on some subinterval 
(a, 6) of I, then given a < x, < .. . < x, < b and a solution y of (I), there 
exists 6 > 0 such that jxi - t, / < 6, 1 < i < r, and 1 y’i’(x,) - yikI < 6, 
skm, < i < sk - 1, 1 < k < r impI]! there is a unique solution u6 of (1) 
satisfiting 
z$(t,) = yik, skp,<i<sk- 1. 1 <k<r, 
and lim 6-0 u:‘(x) = ye’(x) uniform/y on compact subintervals of I, 
Ofi<n-1. 
Peterson [ 11, Theorem 21 has proven the following in the case r = 2. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that with respect to (1), Hypotheses (A), (B), and 
(C) are satisfied. Let 2 < r < n and positive integers m, ,..., m,, such that 
C:=, m, = n, be given. Assume (1) is right (m, ,..., m,)-disfocal on I and let 
x , , . . . . _ x,.EI be such that x, < ... < x,. Let u be a solution of (1). Then the 
open subset of the reals, 
s = (p-“(x,)l y is a solution of ( 1) and 
y"'(x,)= Idi)( Sk-, <i< Sk - 1, 
ifs,- 1, and 1 <k<r) 
is also connected; hence, an open interval of the reals. 
Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 2.1, S is open. We will assume that 
S is not connected. If this is the case, then there exists t, E S such that 
t, > u(‘l-‘)(x,) and [u(“-‘)(x,), t,] &S, or there exists t, E S such that 
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tz < ~“‘~“(x,) and (tz, u’“~-” (x,)] d S. We will consider the first case w’th 
the other argument being completely analogous. 
Now since I, E S. there is a solution >’ of the r’ght (m, ,.... m,)-focal point 
boundary value problem for (1) satisfying 
yc’)(xk)=u(i’(xk). skm,<i<ssk- l.i#s,- 1. l<k<r, 
and 
I”‘l-“(X,) = I,. 
It follows that$S’P”(x) > u@~” (x) on [x,,x, + S,], for some 6, > 0. 
Now define 
To = sup{r > L4’V’m”(x,)( [LP-“(X,), r] c S}. 
r0 < t, and Theorem 2.1 implies r0 @ S. Consequently, there exists a strictly 
monotone increasing sequence (r,} c S such that, for each j > 1. 
u(sl-“(x,) < rJ < ro, and r, T r,, . For each j > 1, let y, denote the solution of 
(1) satisfying 
J$~)(x~)=u’~‘(-Q), sk-,<i<sli- l,i#s, - 1, 1 <k<r, 
and 
4,"I-"(xl) = rj. J 
Now, for each j > 1, am” = I”‘, 0 < i < s, - 2, and r,, 4 S; therefore, 
condition (C) implies that no subsequence of ( JJ~“-“} is uniformly bounded 
on any compact subinterval [c, d] containing xl. In particular, no subse- 
quence of ( J$“-I’} is uniformly bounded on [xl, s, + 61. for all 0 < 6 < 6,. 
Thus there exists J such that, for all j > J, J$” ~” intersects u”‘- ” or JJ’I ” 
at points in (xl, x, + 6,). For each j >J. let uJ be the first point such that 
crj>x, and 
-1; 
(-“(fJj) E (u”l-“(uj), y”‘-“(uj)}. 
Hence, there is a subsequence such that ~~:‘P”(uj,) = u”‘- “(u,,), for all I> 1, 
or JP!~~-‘)(u~,) =JI(~I-‘) (ai,), for all I> 1. Without loss of generality, we may 
assuJ&e the latter case. Moreover, by considering successive subsequences 
and relabeling, we may assume u, > uz > . . . , ~$~‘-“(a~) = ~(“-“(uJ), for all 
j> 1, and limuj=x,. 
Thus we have, for each j> 1, U”‘-“(X) <~j”~“(x) <y”‘-“(x) on [x,. 
uj), and since $“(x,) = u’I”(x,) =-v(~‘(x,), 0 < i < s, - 2, it follows that 
UGi’(X) < .Vji’(X) < Y”‘(X) on (X’ , uj)l 
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for 0 < i < s, - 1. It then follows that 
lim Ye” = Y”‘(Xi), 
j-00 
O<i<s,--1. 
However, we also have for each j > 1, 
y’i’(‘c,) =y”‘(x 
J - 
) 
kt s,-,<i<s,- 1,2<k<r, 
and thus can conclude from Theorem 2.1 that ( yji’} converges to p”’ 
uniformly on compact subintervals of I, for 0 < i < n - 1. Yet, this implies 
y(sI-‘yxl) = so, which in turn implies l, = r,, E S; a contradiction. Thus S is 
an open interval of the reals. 
Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, given s E S, let y(x, s) denote the 
corresponding unique solution of (I). Differentiability of y(x, s) with respect 
to boundary values of the right focal type is now considered. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume Eq. (1) satisfies Hypotheses (A), (B), (C), and 
(D). Let 2 Q r < n and positive integers m, ,..., m,, such that xf=, mi = n, be 
given. Assume (1) and the variational equation (2) along all solutions y(x) of 
(1) are right (m,,..., m,)-disjiocal on I. Let x, < ... < x, belong to I, let u(x) 
be a solution of (1) on I, and let y(x, s) be as above. Then $,/as exists for all 
s E S and z E &‘/as is the solution of the right (m, ,..., m,)-focal point 
boundary value problem for (2) along y(x, s) satisfying 
and 
Z’i)(Xk) = 0, s,-,<i<s,- l.i#s,- I, I<k<r, 
z(s’-“(X,) = 1. 
Proof Let s E S be arbitrary, but fixed, and let h # 0 be such that 
s + h E S. Define 
z&) = Y(X. s + h) -Y(x, s) 
h ’ 
yi = y’y~, , s), 
and 
ei=ei(h)=y(“(x,,s+h)-yt, ~,-,<i<sk-l,2<k<r, 
(i.e., for s, < i < s, - 1 = n - 1). 
Theorem 2.1 implies ei -+ 0 as h + 0, for each s, Q i < s, - 1. 
Now let y(x; c,,..., c,) denote the solution of the initial value problem for 
(1) satisfying yu-‘) (x,) = ci. 1 < i < n. Then, using a telescoping sum, 
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It follows from [2, Theorem V.3.11 that 
where for 0 Q j < n - 1, zj(x; y(x)) denotes the solution of the initial value 
problem for the variational equation (2), satisfying 
zj”(x* ; y(x)) = 6,) O<i<n- 1, 
along the solution y(x) of (l), and where h is between 0 and h, and Ei is 
between 0 and Ei, sI Qi<ss,- 1. 
Since y”‘(x,, s) = y”‘(x,, s + h) = uCi)(x,J, sk _ , < i < sk - 1, 2 < k < r, it 
follows that zy’(x,) = 0, sk-, < i < sk - 1, 2 Q k < r. From this we obtain the 
following system of n - s, linear equations in n -s, unknowns: 
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-2;‘,‘,(xk;y(x; u(x,) ,...) u(s~-zyx,), s + KY,, 
+E S,Y~YS,- I + %r-lN 
=~zj:‘(x,;y(x; 24(x,) ,..., lP-*yx,), s, u,, 
+ E;, ,..., Ys,- 1 + ES,- I)) 
t . . . t yz~)-,(x,;y(x; u(x,> ,..., 
~(s’-2k)~ ~,Ys,~Ys,+I,...,Ys,--l 
f Qr- A), s,-,<i<s,- 1,2<k<r. (**) 
From the right (or,..., m,)-disfocality of (2) along the solution y(x, s), it 
follows that the determinant D # 0, where D is the determinant of the 
(n - s,) x (n - s,) matrix whosejth column, where i = s, tj - 1, is given by 
c0l[$~‘(x,;y(x, s)), zp+ yx,; y(x, s)),..., zy- ‘)(x2; y(x, s)) 
zy2yx3 ;y(x, s)),..., zp- 1)(x,; y(x, s))], 
for 1 <j < s, - s, = n - s, . Hence by continuity, for h # 0 sufficiently small, 
D(h) # 0, where D(h) is suitably defined in terms of the coefficients of ci/h 
appearing in the system (* *). Therefore, for h # 0 sufficiently small, the 
system (* *) can be solved uniquely for c,(h)/h, sk-, Q i < s,, - 1, 2 < k < r 
(i.e., for s,<i<s,- 1). 
For example, when i = s, , we have 
-zy, Zf$ **a z$!, 
QO 1 =- . . . 
h D(h) -z(s’- I) z(s’-‘) ... (S,- 1) 51-l s,+ I Zs,- I 
where we have suppressed the corresponding arguments of the zi j’. Now 
D(h) + D as h --f 0, and so for s, < i < s, - 1, lim,.Jci(h)/h) = Di/D, where 
Di is the determinant of the (n - s,) x (n - s,) matrix obtained by replacing 
the appropriate column of the matrix defining D by 
co1 [-zi:? ,(x* ; y(x, s)), -4y+,yx* ; y(x, s)) ,..., 
- z1;'-i"(x, ; Y(X, s)), 
- z:y!,(x, ;y(x, s)) ,..., -Z:y(x,;.Y(x, s))]. 
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Thus, returning to Eq. (*). we have 
It is now a routine calculation to see that Z(X, s) = (@/&)(x, s) is a 
solution of the variational equation (2) along y(x, s) and satisfies the right 
(m , ,***, m,)-focal point boundary value problem 
z(y.&) = 0, s,_,~i,<s,-l,i#s,-l,l~k~r, 
and 
z’31-“(x,) = 1. 
This completes the proof. 
The next result is a type of analogue of a result given by Peterson in [ 14, 
Theorem 11. Moreover, Peterson [ 11, Theorem 41 has established the 
following in the case r = 2. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 1 <p < n - 1 be given and assume that (1) satisfies 
(A)-(D). Assume that (2) is right (m, ,..., m,)-disfocal, for all (m, ,..., m,) 
with m, > n -p, r = 2, 3 ,..., p + 1, along all solutions y(x) of (1) on I. Then 
(1) is right (m,,..., m,)-disfocal on I, for all (m, ,..., m,) with m, > n -p. 
r = 2, 3 ,..., p + 1. 
Proof: Let p be given. The proof is by induction on r. As stated above, 
Peterson has established the result when r = 2. Assume now that 
2<r<p+ 1 and that (1) is right (i , ,..., i,)-disfocal on Z, for all (i, ,..., ih) 
with i,>n-p, 2<h < r. 
We suppose now that the Theorem is false for this r; that is, assume there 
exist m, ,..., m, such that CT=, m, = n with m, > n -p, there exist 
x1 < . . . < x, belonging to Z, and there exist distinct solutions U, and u2 of (1) 
such that 
u(li)(xJ = u:“(x,), sk-,<i<sk- l,l<k<r. 
By induction on ml, we now show that this is impossible. 
Case 1. Suppose mz = 1. By the primary induction hypotheses, (1) is 
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right (j ,,..., j,- ,)-disfocal on I, where j, = m, + 1, ji = mi+ ,, 2 < i < r - 1. 
Consequently, 
s, = ~Y(%l)l Y is a solution of (1) and 
f’(x,) = u’,i’(x,), Sk-, < i < sk - 1, i # s, = m,, 
and 
k = 1, 3,..., r) 
IS an open interval of the reals. Moreover by this type of right disfocality, 
u(Is~)(x,) z u:Sl’(x,). If, for s E S,, we let y(x, s) denote the corresponding 
solution of (1), then there exist s, s’ E S,, with s # s’, such that 
u,(x) = y(x, s) and z+(x) = y(x, s’). 
It follows from the connectedness of S, and Theorem 2.3 that there exists 
FE S, which is between s and s’ such that 
0 = zp(x2) - l&‘(x,) 
= yyx,, s) - yyx 27 s’) 
= (S - Si)(g” (x2, S). 
Setting z(x, F) = (ay/&)(x,~), it follows that z(x, F) is a solution of (2) along 
y(x, F) satisfying 
Z(“(Xk, S) = 0, s,-,<i<s,-l,i#s,,k=l,3 ,..., I, 
and 
zyx,, F) = 1. 
However, we have above that z(’ ’ 1 (x2, F) = 0, which contradicts the right 
(m,, 1, m3,..., m,)-disfocality of (2) along y(x, F). This completes this step in 
the induction. 
Case 2. Suppose now that m2 > 1 and that the Theorem is true for all 
Wes (jlhr hrj3hr..., jrh) such that jr,, > n --p and 1 < h < m2 ; that is, 
assume that (1) is right (j,,,, A,..., j,,)-disfocal on I with jr,, > n --p and 
l<h<m,. 
Then by the right (m, + 1, m, - 1, m,,..., m,)-disfocality of (1) and by 
Theorem 2.3, 
s, = 1 YY-4 Y is a solution of (1) and y”‘(x,) = 
@(xJ, sk-, < i < sk - 1, i # s,, and 1 < k < r) 
is an open interval of the reals. Again u yl)(x,) # z@l’(x,), and so with y(x, s) 
selected in the usual manner, there exist s, s’ E S, such that y(x, s) = U,(X) 
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and y(x, s’) = uz(x). Once again, there exists FE Sz such that 
(+/&)(‘I (x2, f) = 0. Setting z(x, F) = (?~/&)(s, F), we see that Z(I. S) 
contradicts the right (m i , m2 ,..., m,)-disfocality of (2) along the solution 
JJ(X, s). This contradiction completes this case, which in turn implies our 
original supposition concerning the existence of distinct solutions U, and uz 
of the same right (m, ,..., m,)-focal point boundary problem for (1) was false. 
The Theorem is proven. 
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF RIGHT FOCAL POINT 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
In [3], it was proven that (A), (B) and the right (1, l,..., 1)-disfocality of 
(1) on (a, b) imply that (1) is right disfocal on (a, b). Moreover, in [4 1, it 
was proven that (A)-(C) and the right (1, l,..., 1)-disfocality of (1) on (a, b) 
imply that each right (m,,..., m,)-focal point boundary value problem. 
2 < r ,< n, for (1) on (a, b) has a solution. For an n th-order linear differential 
operator, Muldowney 17, Proposition 11 proved that if the linear operator is 
right (m,, m,)-disfocal on I, for all m,, m, such that m, + m, = n, then the 
linear operator is right disfocal on I. In light of these results and those 
established in Section 2, the following Theorem can be stated: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let I = (a, b) and assume that with respect to (l), 
Hypotheses (A)-(D) are satisfied. If the variational equation (2) is right 
(m,, m,)-disfocal along all solutions y(x) of (I), for all pairs (m,, ml), then 
each right (m, ,..., m,)-focal point boundary value problem, 2 < r < n, for ( 1) 
on (a, 6) has a solution which is unique. 
The last result we present is an analogue of a theorem proven by Peterson 
114, Theorem 41, where he was concerned with the existence of solutions of 
certain conjugate-type boundary value problems. In that theorem, Peterson 
assumed the solvability of certain boundary value problems with n - 1 
boundary conditions. Although the proof is somewhat different here, we too 
assume the existence of solutions of certain right focal point problems with 
n - 1 boundary conditions. We would like to prove this theorem without that 
hypothesis, but have been unable to do so. 
DEFINITION. Let 2 < r < n and positive integers m, ,..., m,, such that 
x:=, m, = n, be given. A boundary value problem for (1) satisfying the 
n - 1 boundary conditions 
Y"'(Xk) =yikv sk-l<i<sk- 1, I<k<r,k#j,,, 
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and 
y’i’(xjJ=yijo, sj,-, + 1 GiGsjO- 1, 
where x, < ..a x, belong to 1, will be called a right (m, ,..., $z,~ ,..., m,)-focal 
point boundary problem for (1) on I. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 2 <p Q n - 1 and I = (a, b] or (a, b). Assume that 
(1) satisfies (A)-(D) and assume (2) is right (m, ,..., m,)-disfocal, for all 
Cm , ,..., m,) with m, > n -p, I = 2,3 ,..., p + 1, along all solutions y(x) of ( 1) 
on I. Moreover, assume every right (j , ,...,j,.)-focal point boundary value 
problem, with jr > n -p, r > 2, for (1) on I has a solution. Then every right 
Cm 1 ,-*., m,)-focal point boundary value problem, with JVf=, m, = n, 
m,>n-p+l,r>2,for(l)onIhasauniquesolution. 
Proof: Uniqueness of such solutions is a consequence of Theorem 2.4. 
The proof is by induction with the primary induction hypotheses made on p. 
Assume first that p = 2. Thus, we will show the existence of a solution of 
each right (1, n - I)-focal point boundary value problem for (1) on I. 
Let y , ,..., y, E R and x, < x2 belong to I. Let z(x) be the solution of the 
initial value problem for (l), 
and 
Then 
‘“‘txZ) =Yi+ 19 l<i<n-1. 
S = { y(x,)j y is a solution of (1) and 
y”‘(x,) = zci)(x2), 1 < i < n - 1 } 
is an open interval. We claim that S is bounded neither above nor below. To 
see this, we assume that S is bounded above and we set p = sup S. For each 
t E S, let y(x, t) be the corresponding solution of (1). Now there exists a 
strictly increasing sequence {t,} c S such that t, T /I. It follows from 
Hypothesis (C) and the fact that /I E S that ( y(x, tr)} is not uniformly 
bounded on any compact subinterval containing x,. Moreover, by the right 
(1, n - 1)-disfocality of (l), for each I> 1, y(x, tl) < y(x, tl+ ,) on (a, x2). 
Now let y(x) be a solution of the right (1, nQ)-focal point problem 
for (11, 
Ye,> =A 
and 
y”‘(x,) = z(yxz), 2<i<n- 1. 
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It follows that there exist points a < 0, < X, < uz < x2 and an integer I, > 1. 
such that ~$0~) = y(c,, f,J. i = 1, 2. By Rolle’s Theorem, there exists 
a,<a,<u, such that .~‘(a~) = ~‘(a,, fro). However, since J~‘~‘(x~) = 
y”‘(x,, tro) = zti)(xJ, 2 < i < n - 1, we have a contradiction to the right 
(1, 1, n - 2)-disfocality of (1) guaranteed by Theorem 2.4. Thus S is not 
bounded above. Similarly, S is not bounded below, and consequently S E IK?. 
By choosing t =yr E IR, y(x, y,) is the desired solution. 
Assume now that 2 <p < n - 1 and that the Theorem is true for p 
replaced by 2,3 ,..., p - 1; in particular, every right (i, ,..., i,.)-focal point 
problem, with xJZ1ii=n, i,hn-(p- l)+ l=n-p+2, r>2, for (1) 
on I has a unique solution. It suffices to show every right 
Cm , ,***3 m,-, 3 n -p + 1)-focal point boundary problem for (1) on I has a 
unique solution. This is accomplished by induction on r. 
Consider first the right (p - 1, n -p + 1 )-focal point problem for (1); that 
is, the case when r = 2. Let x, < x2 and y,,be given and let z(x) be the 
solution of the right (p - 2, n -p + 2)-focal point boundary value problem 
for (11, 
and 
zyx,) = yi* , O<i<p-3, 
z(p-2)(x*) = 0, 
zyx*) = y,*, p- l<i<n- 1. 
Such a solution exists by the induction hypotheses on p, and furthermore, 
S = ( y’ “-“(x,# y is a solution of (1) and 
y”‘(x,) = z”‘(x,), 0 < i <p - 3, and 
yti’(x2) = z”‘(x,),p - 1 < i < n - 1) 
is an open interval. As above, we will argue that S is bounded neither above 
nor below. Dealing with the first case, we assume S to be bounded above 
and let /? = sup S. Then there is a strictly increasing sequence (tr} c S such 
that C, T p. For I > 1, let y(x, t,) be the corresponding solution. Again (C) and 
P 65 S imply that { y(x, tr)} is not uniformly bounded on any compact subin- 
terval containing x,. Rolle’s Theorem and Theorem 2.4 imply that, for each 
12 1, either 
0) Y(X, 4) > Y(X, 4+ J on (Q, x,), and Y(X, 4) < Y(X, tl+ ,) on (x,, x2) 
whenp-2 is odd, or 
(ii) Y(X, 4) < Y(X, 4+ ,I on (a, x2) - {x,} when p - 2 is even. 
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Letting y(x) be a solution of the right (p - 1, -)-focal point problem 
for (I), 
y”‘(x,) = zyxl), Q<i<p-3, 
y’P-2)(x,) =p, 
and 
y”‘(x,) = Z”‘(XJ, p<i<n- 1, 
we conclude that there exist a < u, < x, < u2 < x2 and an integer I,, > 1, such 
that y(al) = y(crr, tlo), i = 1, 2. Yet, we also have y’r’(x,) = y”‘(x,, tr,), for 
0 < i <p - 3, from which it follows that y(x) and y(x, t/J are distinct 
solutions of the same right (i,,..., i,, n -p)-focal point problem, where 
I, = . . . = i, = 1, for (1). However, this is a contradiction to Theorem 2.4. 
Similarly, S is not bounded below, and as in the previous case, this step in 
the induction is complete. 
Now assume r > 2 and that all right (i , ,..., i,, n -p + 1)-focal point 
boundary value problems. 1 <j < r - 2, for (1) on I have unique solutions. 
Let ytk E R and x, < ... < x, be given. Following the pattern, we consider 
first the right (1, m, ,..., m,-,, n -p + 1)-focal point problem for (1). 
Now let z(x) be the solution of the right (i, ,..., ire*, n -p + 1)focal point 
problem, where i,=mz+ 1, ij=mj+,, 2 <j < r - 2, for (1) satisfying 
ZCi)(Xk) = yik) s,-,<i<s,- 1,2<k<r, 
and 
z(x*) = 0. 
Similar to above, 
S = ( y(x,)l y is a solution of (1) and 
y”‘(x,) = zti)(xk), sk-, < i < sk - I,2 < k < r) 
is an open interval by the right (1, m,,..., m,-,, n -p + 1)-disfocality of (1) 
and Theorem 2.3. 
If P, {t,J = S, and {Y(x, fJ\ are as usual, then, for each 12 1, y(x, I/) < 
y(x, t,, i) on (a, x,), and the sequence (y(x, t,)} is not uniformly bounded on 
any compact subinterval containing x, . If y(x) is a solution of the right 
(1, m,,..., m,-,, cp> )-focal point boundary value problem for (1 ), 
Y(Xl) =P7 
y”‘(x,) = zyx ) k 3 sky,<i<s,- 1,2<k<r- 1, 
and 
y”‘(x,) = z(i)(xr), s,-,+l,<i<s,-l=rr-1. 
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As in the previous case, for some I, > I, u(x) and v(x, t!,,) are distinct 
solutions of the same right (i,,..., i,, R - p)-focal point problem, i, = e.. = 
i, = 1, for (1) on I, which again contradicts Theorem 2.4. It follows that 
each right (1, m, ,..., nz-, , n --p + l)-focal point boundary value problem for 
(1) on I has a unique solution. 
For the final consideration in the induction, assume m, > 1 and that all 
right (I, m,,,..., m,,-,,,, n -p + I)-focal point boundary value problems, 
1 < I < m, , for (1) on I have unique solutions. Fitting the above pattern, we 
let z(x) denote the solution of the right (m, - 1, m, + 1, m, . . . . . m,_,, 
n -p + I)-focal point problem for (1) satisfying 
z(“(X& =yik, s,~,,<i~s,-1,i#m,--1=s,--1,1~k~r, 
and 
Z(+‘yX2) = 0. 
By the right (m,, mz ,..-, m,- , , n -p + I)-disfocality of (1). 
SC (y’“l-” (x,)1 y is a solution of (1) and 
y’i’(x,) = z’i)(xk), Sk-, < i < sk - 1, i # m, - 1, 
and l<k<r) 
is an open interval. With /I, (I,), and { J(X, t,)} as before, it follows that for 
each I> 1, either 
(0 Y(X, fr) > Y(X, f,+ ,) on (a, x,), and v(x, f,) < Y(X, I,, ,) on (x,, x2) 
when m, - 1 is odd, or 
(ii) y(x, l,) < y(x, t,, ,) on (a, x1) - {x, 1 when m, - 1 is even. 
Now let v(x) be a solution of the right (m,, m, ,..., m,-, , CjZi )-focal 
point boundary value problem for (1 ), 
y(i’(, ) = ,(i’(x ) L 3 O<i<m,-2, 
J’ ‘“‘-yx:) =p, 
y”‘(x,) = z”‘(x,), s,-,<i<s,-- 1,2<k(r- 1, 
y”‘(x,) = zci)(x,), s,-, + 1 < i Q s, - 1. 
As in each of the previous cases, there exists I, > 1 such that J(X) and 
.7(x, t,,) are distinct solutions of the same right (i, ,..., i,, n -p)-focal point 
boundary value problem, i, = . . . = ip = 1, for (1) on I; a contradiction. 
This completes the induction and the proof of the Theorem. 
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